
Fragrance Alchemy Protocol and Prayer of Peace...

Do the following FA  protocol while sitting in the sacred circle of the peace wheels (and play a Poetry of 
Dreaming audio ir you wish, or an angelic elixir):

• Place Garden of Eden (oil of timelessness) on all 13 main joints (front of ankles, knees, on hip joints, on 
outer hand side in the middle of wrist, outer elbow points, shoulders (top, where arm and shoulders meet 
(GB 21), and throat (top of neck, above larynx and under chin (Ren 23)).

• Place Song of Joy on all points from the protocol to dispel illusions from the eight extraordinary 
meridians. Joy brings in new cause on the flows of the extraordinary meridians. (refer to the pdf with the 
sigils and protocol for the  8 extra meridians to dispel illusions)

• Place Realms of Innocence between the eyebrows

• Place Song of Joy on the High Heart (thymus area, around Ren 19)

Feel into each aspect of peace, briefly or longer, as you wish. Then take a few moments to feel high 
joy...bliss...work your way up through feeling the dreams of the Heart...feel, with bated breath, the boundless 
potential of infinity, as eternal being....When you feel in a blessed state, you may state the following prayer of 
peace, or make up your own....

I call forth the blessings of peace from knowing the benevolence of the One Life..

I call forth all blessings from celebrating the expression of my unique individuation, knowing that such 
expression brings heaven on earth.

I call forth the blessings of peace from knowing that the Infinite Being works through the surrendered self, and 
that all of life is impacted each time that I surrender.

I call forth the deep peace that comes from knowing that all that is not real dissolves under my steady and 
fearless gaze that looks beyond appearances.

May I tread lightly in this reality, with the grace and poise that comes from emotional equanimity and self-
devotion

May my words be sweet fragrance carried on the gentle purifying winds of change, to all those in forgetfulness
May my thoughts soothe all beings in fear
May my feelings serve as a fount of strength that renews hope in the hearts of those in despair
May my intentions of peace plunge with infinite depths into the the pond of creation, and ripple through to infinite  
breadth, that all of life is impacted.
I serve the Most High without fail

Glory and all praise to the Infinite Being forever and ever. Amen
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